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The Language Log is a venue for discussing issues in the study of English and other languages, such as the coining of new words, the
pronunciation of English words, and the recording and study of non-standard English. The Language Log includes topics from the history and
philosophy of language, linguistics, and phonetics. Topics range from nonstandard uses of words, to statistics and evidence, to political and

social analysis.Features: The Language Log has a broad readership and covers many different subjects Complete article archive with
complete runs of articles from the first issue, which features Bruce Baugh on borrowed words. Indexed Topics (Last updated May 23, 2004):

the website of the university of pennsylvania offers many different tools and resources, such as an online version of the oed, articles and
information on the english language, and links to other useful resources, such as online dictionaries and thesauruses.features: the online

oed: available online at www.onlineoed.com. the online oed is the online version of the oed published by the oxford university press, and it
includes all the features of the print version of the oed. dictionary of americanisms: available online at . this dictionary includes dictionaries
of u.s. slang, jargon, and colloquialisms, from slang dictionaries and glossaries, such as the american heritage dictionary of idioms, to the

international dictionary of slang, roget's thesaurus, as well as online thesauri such as the columbia electronic thesaurus, which is also
available for offline use. site url:
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this online tool contains more than
3,000 entries of different english

verbs and adjectives. all verbs and
adjectives are categorized into nine

categories according to their use, e.g.
verbs for speaking (such as to speak),
verbs for expressing a feeling (such

as to feel), and verbs for expressing a
thought or action (such as to

walk).features: provides a database of
english verbs and adjectives for

learners provides structured data for
9 categories: verbs for speaking,

verbs for expressing a feeling, verbs
for expressing a thought or action,
adjectives for describing people,

adjectives for describing food and
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drinks, adjectives for describing
clothes, adjectives for describing
weather, adjectives for describing

situations, and adjectives for
describing an object or an idea

contains 1,360 entries for verbs,
1,360 entries for adjectives, 14,300
sample sentences, and information

about common mistakes and
examples site url: the center for

multicultural education at dartmouth
college, a program of the dartmouth
institute for the liberal arts, provides

comprehensive and informative
english language learning materials,
including a free online content base.
most of the materials are categorized
into five areas: vocabulary, grammar,
writing, speaking, and conversation.

the latest additions include lessons on
coping with racism, how to be a good
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listener, and how to be a good citizen.
site url: provides a list of online

grammar tools for learners of english
to practice their english through

various types of exercises, including
word games, sentence completion,

sentence mangling, sentence
sentence making, grammar grammar

reflection, and writing grammar
writing. site url: 5ec8ef588b
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